DESTINED FOR DISSONANCE:

Unpacking the Duality of Being Black and Christian
DUALITY IN OUR PAST
TWO IDENTITIES
ONE TRUTH
INDIVIDUAL, YET COMMUNAL
Dual Consciousness is "the presence of two apparently unconnected streams of consciousness in one individual"
DUALITY AT PLAY TODAY
African, African American, or Black?
YOU ARE AN HEIR, GOD'S FAMILY

ACTS 8

ST. AUGUSTINE

NORTH AFRICA
What is Identity?
MOVING FORWARD IN YOUR DESTINED DUALITY
Moses, Martyrs, and Me

Galatians 5:17

Christ Following = Conflict

Moshe Rabbenu in Hebrew means Teacher
Dissonance is "a tension or clash resulting from the combination of two disharmonious or unsuitable elements."
CHRISTIAN

DOESN'T = X

RESEARCH FOR
YOURSELF
SOCIETY CAN SHAPE, BUT NOT SAVE
SIN CAN SHAPE, BUT NOT STAIN
Christie Banks- cbanks6@utk.edu
https://thebrightsight.wordpress.com/

Matthew Best- mbestiv@gmail.com

Marcus Jones- Marc@Marcforshort.com

THANKS!